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Press Release 

Lurate Caccivio, December 8, 2016 

 

The future is now at Aleph: 

high performing technology for digital printing 

 

Since the beginning, Aleph invested time and resources 

on LaForte project and it was clearly a long journey in 

the sign of innovation.   

 

Today at Fespa Eurasia, Aleph is presenting the most 

modern technology in terms of integrated system for 

printing on paper and textile. Protagonist of this year 

exhibition is the LaForte®Paper printer which is  

designed and developed for industrial digital printing 

on transfer paper.  

 

Above all the unique feature of this wide format inkjet 

plotter is the high speed it can reach by delivering an 

high quality finished product: 800 sqm/h. Larger 

volumes in lesser time, this is the exceptional attainment 

that Aleph can guarantee to customers. Other 

important advantages are: the automatic further 

improved heads alignment, the new software matrix for 

the points arrangement and the innovative patented 

transport system through vacuum belt filter that provide 

an exceptional performance compared to competitors  

printers. The LaForte®Paper is equipped with 8/16 print 

heads and delivers 1200 dpi resolution. 

 

Entering the Aleph booth is like entering a virtual 

factory. Visitors can easily understand what the LaForte 

project is: a complete process line is presented along 

with the LaForte®Paper. A winder, an unwinder and the 

Dry Forte, a transfer paper dryer that conceal an 

innovative rapid fabric drying technology equipped 

with infrared plasma lamps with extraction surface. The 
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Dry Forte is designed to interface with any inkjet plotter 

on the market.    

 

Aleph booth at Fespa is also focusing on inks and of 

course on the after sales service provided by the 

exclusive distributor for Turkey. 

 

 
 
Created in 1999 in the heart of the Italian textile manufacturing excellence, Aleph is 

now a company with a solid know-how in the construction of printing machine and 

in the development of supporting software. 

From large format textile printers to drying systems, from proprietary software to 

consumables, Aleph develops and manufactures technologically advanced 

products for each individual printing process, and offers reliable after-sales 

technical support services. 

Aleph distributes in UK, India and Turkey through reliable partners. For more info, 

please visit alephteam.com. 
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